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-is paper describes the end-to-end automation framework developed as part of the TRIANGLE project. -e TRIANGLE project
is devoted to the benchmarking of apps and devices inmobile networks. For that purpose, it is needed to ensure the repeatability in
the behaviour of all the components of the mobile network during the execution of the same test. -is is why one of the main
objectives of the project was to develop an end-to-end automation framework to provide repeatable testing. -is paper describes
in detail the design and the implementation of the framework.

1. Introduction

Conformance to standards [1] at the radiofrequency level is a
legal requirement to allow the deployment of new mobile
devices in the (regulated) mobile networks. Since the origins
of 2G networks, Europe has led the creation and exploitation
of conformance testing procedures and tools for mobile
devices. -e major vendors of smartphones apply testing
methods to certify that their devices comply with the radio
and signalling standards and are authorized to operate in the
regulated spectrum.

However, the certification of radio and protocol sig-
nalling related features does not guarantee a good behaviour
of the mobile devices when running applications, and this
could be a huge problem considering the critical role apps
will play in the 5G era. Underperformance of apps or un-
expected failures due to the interaction of different apps in
the same device could be detected with proper testing and
qualificationmethods.-emain objective of the TRIANGLE
project is to develop the TRIANGLE testbed [2] for the
testing of applications and the performance of devices when
running apps.

In this context, the project focused on the development
of a framework for testing applications in a set of repeat-
able scenarios on reference handsets. -is means a fully

controlled environment (from the network up to the
handset) for which the elements behave in a reproducible
manner which allows identifying differences generated by or
due to the application under test. -e controlled environ-
ment will allow the emulation of different radiofrequency
scenarios and backend network impairments. -e outcome
of the test is a benchmark score comparing the application to
a set of reference values and defined KPIs (key performance
indicators) [3].

Current solutions for testing apps with different net-
working conditions are based just on software tools to
emulate the provision of specific network qualities in terms
of latencies or error rate (some examples are Facebook’s
Augmented Traffic Control [4] or Dymmynet [5]). Such
software emulation means an advance with respect to pure
simulation [6, 7] of the whole system in a computer because
they support the connection of the real devices as part of the
end-to-end path. However, the network itself is just an il-
lusion. Emulating 5G network effects like seamless handover
or changes in the quality of a bearer dynamically can hardly
exhibit the same behaviour than real network equipment.
Furthermore, the behaviour of the mobile device running
the application should require a lot of (not always feasible)
modifications to be connected to such software emulated
network.
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-e main objective of the TRIANGLE testbed is to
provide realistic 5G behaviours to unmodified commercial
mobile devices. For this purpose, the testbed combines actual
industrial 4G/5G testers, commercial EPCs, commercial
mobile user equipment, etc. to offer emergent networking
scenarios in a very flexible and programmable environment
that ensures repeatability of experiments. With this approach,
commercial devices can be directly connected to the platform
to run the apps in the selected networking scenarios.

-e main building blocks of the TRIANGLE testbed
architecture are the testing framework and the testbed in-
frastructure, composed by hardware and software compo-
nents. -e testing framework covers all the software,
coordination/sequencing that automates the control and
management of the testbed infrastructure. It is in charge of
handling and converting the test requests into actionable
steps within the software and hardware portion of the
testbed. -is paper focuses on the description of the TRI-
ANGLE testing framework, whose main target is the full
automation of the underlying software and hardware in-
frastructure of the testbed.

-e most relevant contributions of the paper are the
description of the methodology used to implement the
TRIANGLE testing framework and the introduction of the
Test Automation Framework (TAP) from Keysight, a
modern Microsoft.NET-based application that can be used
for the development of advanced automation software for
testing systems. -e methodology is inspired by the testing
methodology used in the telecommunication domain that is
based on the specification of a set of test cases which contains
the description and configuration of the testing environment
and the actions to be executed during each test. -is
methodology ensures that the testing is repeatable, re-
gardless of the equipment and the entity performing the
certification.-at means that the same test cases are adopted
and implemented by a different testbed, and the results
provided by both of them should be comparable. -e TAP
tool enables to translate the test cases into executable TAP
test plans. -e TAP test plans allow automating the con-
figuration, control, and execution of the tests.

Section 2 describes the testbed infrastructure. Section 3
introduces the TAP software and additional components
used to build the so-called TRIANGLE testing framework.
-e interaction between the testing framework and the
testbed infrastructure is explained in Section 4; this section
details the control interfaces implemented by the testing
framework to manage each one of the components of the
testbeds. Finally, Section 5 remarks the main outcomes of
the TRIANGLE testbed.

2. Testbed Infrastructure

In order to provide a better understanding on how the
testing framework performs, this section provides an
overview of the different components which integrate the
testbed.

-e TRIANGLE testbed is composed of several inter-
connected hardware units, computers, and virtual machines.
All these components work together to provide the means to

execute tests over applications or devices and to provide test
reports. On top of the infrastructure layer, operates the
testing framework which fully automates the configuration,
control, and execution of the test cases specified in the
project [8] for the testing of applications and devices.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the physical in-
terconnections between the testbed components.

-e commercial mobile devices are connected to the
UXMWireless Test Set from Keysight [9]. -is equipment is
used traditionally in the conformance testing of mobile
devices. -e UXM plays the role of RAN (radio access
network) in the TRIANGLE testbed. Some of its key features
of the UXM are flexible intercell interference coordination
(eICIC) schemes, WLAN (wireless local area network)
offloading, and IMS (IP multimedia subsystem)/end-to-end
VoLTE (voice over LTE) communications between multiple
devices.

-e radio signal is not radiated (over-the-air); instead, it
is conducted through calibrated RF cables to the UE antenna
connector. For testing purposes, most UEs typically contain
small antenna connectors which are hidden from the user.
-e UXM supports the interconnection of two UEs. To
connect more devices to the same UXM, the testbed uses RF
switches, controlled by a switch driver. -e switches are
placed in the RF connection between the UEs and the UXM,
and the switch driver will select which RF connections (RF
paths) to be routed to the UXM.

-e UXM emulates all the network signalling and
physical signals, including MIMO (multiple input multiple
output) configurations. All the protocol layers in the em-
ulated network operate realistically as defined in the 3GPP
(3rd Generation Partnership Project) test specifications and
can be configured. Moreover, for testing purposes, the UXM
instrument provides additional useful capabilities, such as a
downlink channel emulator to emulate the effect of actual
radiated propagation, detailed logging, and friendly control.

-e battery pins of the UE (user equipment) are connected
to the power analyzer N6705B. -is allows both the control of
the input voltage into the phone and to measure the in-
stantaneous current drawn by the device. -e N6705B power
analyzer supports up to four devices connected at the same time.

In addition, the mobile device should provide some
control and automation interface that can be used from the
testbed orchestration tools. For instance, in the case of
Android, this means a USB connection to a testbed com-
puter to support connection through the ADB (Android
Debug Bridge) tool. To support several mobile devices, the
testbed use a DUT USB hub.

-e following elements are connected via Ethernet in a
local network: UXM, N6705B, switch driver, management
server, core network, and transport. -e testbed also in-
cludes a virtualized infrastructure based on OpenStack to
support the local deployment of services.

-e core network is a commercial EPC (evolved packet
core) from Polaris Networks, which includes the main el-
ements of a standard core network: MME (mobility man-
agement entity), SGW (serving gateway), PGW (packet data
network gateway), HSS (home subscriber server), and PCRF
(policy and charging rules function), which have been
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integrated. In addition, this EPC includes the ePDG (evolved
packet data gateway) and ANDSF (access network discovery
and selection function) components for dual connectivity
scenarios.

To emulate the transport network between the eNodeB
and the EPC, TRIANGLE uses an SDN (software defined
networking) deployment that provides features such as
traffic prioritization, separation of data and control plane
traffic, and transparent mirroring of selected traffic flows.
Moreover, the testbed offers the possibility of integrating
artificial impairments in the interfaces of the core network
and the application servers.

Two software probes are deployed at the UE, the DEKRA
TACS4 agents [10], and the TestelDroid tool [11] from the
University of Malaga. TRIANGLE also provides an in-
strumentation library for application developers, in order to
provide additional measurements that cannot be extracted
by other means. -ere are additional software probes
running at the core network and at the backhaul. Hardware
probes include a power analyzer connected to the UE to
measure power consumption and the probes available in the
radio access emulator. All the probes are also under the
control of the testing framework.

Finally, in the management servers, there is deployed a
software tool called Quamotion WebDriver [12]. -is tool is
based on the Selenium technology used for web testing [13].
Quamotion WebDriver has adapted this technology for the
testing of Android applications. -is tool is also under the
control of the testing framework to run the tests.

3. Triangle Testing Framework

-e TRIANGLE testing framework has been developed in
the scope of the TRIANGLE project. A key enabler for the

automation implemented in the testing framework is TAP.
TAP provides flexible and extensible test sequence and test
plan creation. TAP is a Microsoft.NET-based application
that can be used stand-alone or in combination with higher-
level test executive software environments: Leveraging C#
and Microsoft Visual Studio; TAP is a platform upon which
it is possible to build test solutions.

Particularly, TAP has been used for the implementa-
tion of the test cases defined in the context of the TRI-
ANGLE project [8] and the implementation of the
interfaces to control the components of the testbed in-
frastructure.-is section focuses on the implementation of
the test cases, while Section 4 focuses on the description of
the plugins developed to automate the control of the
testbed infrastructure.

TAP allows the definition of test plans. TAP test plans
consist of a sequence of test steps, which specify the set of
actions that are performed on different TAP instruments
(the logical entities that control the physical equipment on
the platform) or control the execution flow of the test plan
(for instance, repeating certain steps or executing different
actions depending on the results of a previous test step). TAP
defines a set of basic test steps that are suited for most user
requirements, and it is possible to develop custom steps in
C# for complex or very specific needs.

TAP instruments, and the functionally equivalent DUTs
(devices under test), define the logic for interacting with
other entities in the facility. TAP includes a generic in-
strument for controlling SCPI (standard commands for
programmable instruments) compatible equipment, while
custom TAP instruments can be developed using C#. Each
TAP instrument encapsulates the configuration and man-
agement logic of the equipment, as well as defining the
actions that can be performed on it.
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Figure 1: TRIANGLE testbed infrastructure.
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TAP plays a key role in the implementation of the testing
framework as it allows controlling and automating all the
components present in the testbed. In the context of TRI-
ANGLE, a test plan is composed by the sequence of steps
specified by the test cases. In each test step, there is a set of
configurable parameters. -e value of the configurable pa-
rameters can be made available externally in the test plan;
hence, it is possible to modify these values before the exe-
cution of a test plan, making possible to orchestrate the
execution of TAP using an external entity. In this way, it is
possible to use TAP for controlling the fine-grained in-
teraction with the different equipment of the platform, while
keeping a separate, upper layer for general test case
orchestration.

Python has been used to implement the logic on top of
TAP that decides the specific values to be configured in
the test plan. -e decision is based on the information
stored in the YAML configuration files. -e YAML files
contain the values of the parameters specified in the test
cases.

Python is a modern programming language with a large
community of developers that continues to improve with the
inclusion of new built-in modules and features on each
subsequent release. Additionally, there is a large amount of
ready to use, open source, frameworks, and libraries suited
for common needs.-is can facilitate the development of the
components of the platform, for example, by using Python’s
standard libraries on the definition of the REST API (rep-
resentational state transfer application programming in-
terface) that supports the communication between different
components.

Since Python is an interpreted language, it is also pos-
sible to modify the code rapidly, with no need for a separate
compilation stage on a development machine, which can
drastically reduce the complexity of testing and the time
needed for the resolution of simple issues.

Figure 2 shows a more detailed view of the main
functional blocks that make up the TRIANGLE testing
framework. -e architecture can be divided into several
subsystems, whose role will be introduced briefly in this
section.

End users access the TRIANGLE testbed through the
Portal [14]. In this Portal, they can upload the applications
under test. In addition, they will have to declare the features
or capabilities of their applications.-ese features will define
what can be tested and which test case specifications will be
applicable during the testing of the application. In addition
to the application features, end users will have to provide
additional information; for example, they have to choose the
device on which the application will be executed during the
test and the scenario (network and propagation conditions,
for example, pedestrian or vehicular scenarios).

In order to improve the utilization of the TRIANGLE
testbed, it is possible to queue several campaign executions at
a time. -ese campaigns will be executed successively by the
testbed, avoiding idle periods of time while waiting for a user
to start the execution of another campaign. -is has been
achieved by means of a scheduler layer between the TRI-
ANGLE portal and the Orcomposutor.

-e ORchestrator-COMPOSer-execUTOR (Orcompo-
sutor), implemented in Python, is a server with a REST API
that runs on the same Windows machine as TAP.

Once all the required information has been entered in the
Portal, the TRIANGLE testbed end user can proceed with the
test. -e first step would be to take the collected information
and turn it into executable TAP test plans. -is is the task of
the test plan Orcomposutor. According to the features in-
troduced in the Portal for the application under test, the
Orcompusutor will generate the applicable test plans.

To create the required TAP test plans, the Orcomposutor
uses predefined TAP test plan templates. -e TAP test plan
plays the same role that the TTCN3 implementations of the
test cases defined by the 3GPP for the certification of mobile
protocols implementation [15]. When possible, the
Orcomposutor will take advantage of two TAP features: the
ability to expose parameters of a test step to external callers
and a test step that allows the execution of another test plan.
Figure 3 shows an example of test plan. -e test plan is
composed by a test plan reference which contains the
network configuration of the test. -e rest of test steps are
used to configure and control the components of the testbed.
In the right side of Figure 3, the configurable parameters
exposed by the test steps are shown.

For instance, many test plans will start by setting up the
network scenario and configuring the required parameters
in the testbed equipment. -is setup is the same, regardless
of the body of the test plan. -us, the Orcomposutor reuses
existing TAP test plans that configure particular network
scenarios.

For an application test, the body of the test plan typically
includes replaying the user actions contained in an appli-
cation user flow provided by the application developer. -e
Orcomposutor gets the application user flow from the Portal
and sets the corresponding external parameter of the
WebDriver replay test step. WebDriver is the tool used to
interact automatically with the application under test (click
on buttons, scroll).

-e Orcomposutor is also aware of which KPIs are going
to be measured with each of the generated TAP test plans. If
necessary, the test plan should provide explicit support for
performing the measurements required for the KPIs. For
instance, if a test plan will contribute to a KPI on power
consumption, the power analyzer must be configured and
used in the test plan.

Each of the TAP test plans created by the Orcomposutor
can then be executed in the Testbed using TAP.-e TAP test
plan contains all the information required to execute a test
automatically.

During the execution of the TAP test plan, the mea-
surement tools will gather measurements. -e measurement
tools that are fully integrated with TAP will publish them as
usual. In this case, the results will be handled by a TAP result
listener that sends them to a central OML server [16]. -is
OML server uses a PostgreSQL database server to store the
measurements. Some tools may include OML support, and
thus send their measurements directly to the OML server.

-e main functions of the Orcomposutor can be sum-
marized as follows:
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(i) Accept test campaign execution requests from the
Portal.

(ii) Compose the TAP test plans required to run a test
campaign and its test cases

(iii) Execute the TAP test plans
(iv) Upload the results of the execution to the Portal

To carry out these functions, Orcomposutor needs to
communicate with the REST API of the Portal and with the
OML database.

-e request to execute a test campaign only includes the
identifier of that campaign. Orcomposutor uses that id to
request more information about the test campaign to the
backend using its REST API. -is information is used to
determine which test case or test cases must be executed with
TAP. A test campaignmight includemore than one test case;
in that case, the Orcomposutor will prepare the execution of
more than one TAP test plan.

TAP test plans contain several external parameters and
test plan references that must be filled in before execution

Figure 3: TAP test plan template for executing TRIANGLE test cases.
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Figure 2: TRIANGLE testing framework architecture (light blue boxes).
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can start. Orcomposutor must retrieve the appropriate in-
formation from the backend REST API in order to fill in
these blanks (Figure 3), such as the id of the device used in
the test case or the network scenario. We call the selection of
this parameters and referenced TAP test plans the com-
position of the test plan.

Once the TAP test plan has been composed, it can be
executed with the TAP CLI (command line interface). -e
Orcomposutor will store the TAP logs, as well as internal
logs for diagnostic purposes.

4. Testbed Automation

In this section, we introduce the TAP plugins implemented
to control each one of the components of the testbed. -e
plugins contains the test steps used in the TAP test plan
shown in Figure 3. In Section 3 was introduced TAP and its
usage as sequencer of actions to configure and control the
components. Figure 4 shows the software interfaces (TAP
plugins) developed to communicate the testing framework
and the infrastructure components.

In TAP, an instrument is a logical entity that encap-
sulates the interaction with a physical instrument. At the
very least, a TAP instrument must define all the necessary
logic for connecting and disconnecting the TAP host ma-
chine with the real instrument, and it is a best practice to
define methods for performing every possible (or required)
actions that the instrument can execute.

For example, a TAP instrument for controlling a real
power supply via SCPI must include two methods (open and
close) that create and release the connection with the

instrument and can have two extra methods for setting the
voltage and current.

Instruments are extensively used in TAP steps, which
expose the instrument functionality to the end user. Con-
tinuing with the previous example, we could define two steps
for this instrument: one that turns off the power output,
setting voltage and current to 0, and another that sets the
voltage and the current using the values selected by the user
in the test step configuration. TAP will automatically use the
open and close methods from the instrument when required.

Many components offer a SCPI interface to receive
commands. TAP provides support for writing drivers for
SCPI-based components, which facilitates the work of
adding more components. -is is the case of the drivers for
the UXM and Power Analyzer apps running on their cor-
responding hardware units. In both cases, the SCPI com-
mands are delivered through a TCP connection.

For Android apps, the ADB command-line tool is a
fundamental component. ADB can be used to send com-
mands to apps running on the UEs or automate certain
actions such as switching airplane mode ON and OFF to
force the attachment of the UE to the base station. Some of
the UE automation tools that are part of the testbed, such as
Quamotion WebDriver, use ADB to perform their function.

-e Quamotion WebDriver provides a REST API to
manage the apps on the Android device and perform user
actions, such as tapping or swiping. -ese commands are
delivered to the Android UE using ADB. TestelDroid is also
managed through ADB.

DEKRA TACS4 tool is managed through the proprietary
control interface provided by the tool.
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Figure 4: Testbed infrastructure automation based on TAP plugins.
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-e EPC can be controlled through a fixed set of TCL
(tool command language) scripts that use a TCL scripting
API provided by the EPC components emulators. -e
TAP driver will execute these scripts, which will then send
the appropriate commands to the EPC through the TCL
API.

-e measurements from all the probes are collected and
sent to a central OML (ORBITmeasurement framework and
library) server, which uses a custom OML protocol. While
some tools may send measurements directly to the OML
server, the TAP orchestrator will use a driver that will allow
sending measurements to the OML server from TAP, in two
ways. First, for tools that generate results in CSV (comma-
separated values) files, the driver will collect these files and
send them as measurements to the OML server. Second, the
driver will implement the standard TAP mechanism for
handling results from drivers, so that drivers which are
already well integrated with TAP can publish them to the
OML server without additional work.

5. Conclusions

One of the main contributions of the TRIANGLE project is
the design and development of a testing framework that
automates the end-to-end configuration and control of a
mobile communication testbed. -e testing framework is
based on TAP (test automation platform), a powerful editor
of test sequences that also includes an SDK for the devel-
opment of plugins for components offering a control
interface.

-e testing framework has proven to be flexible and
sustainable by integrating a large number of components
different in nature such as RAN (radio access network)
equipment, a core network, instruments for measuring
power consumption, mobile devices, and software tools
acting as probes.

Moreover, the TRIANGLE testing framework is going to
be adopted in the 5GENESIS project [17] in the experiment
life cycle manager component of the coordination layer of
the 5GENESIS facility. 5GENESIS is a project devoted to the
realization of a 5G platform that will allow the validation of
the major 5G key performance indicators (KPIs). 5GENESIS
project is integrated by five platforms: Athens, Berlin,
Limassol, Malaga, and Surrey.

Data Availability

-is paper is about one of the main outputs of the Triangle
project, the end-to-end automation of the TRIANGLE
testbed. More detailed information about the the project
can be found at https://www.triangle-project.eu/project-old/
deliverables/. In particular, automation is described in WP3
deliverables. UMA is the WP3 leader and the partner in
charge of the automation task.
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